Holistic Healthy
Living with Healy

Compensation Plan
Version 4.1, valid from 01.07.2019

1. Welcome

Welcome
to Healy World!
Your decision to join Healy World is the first step to make your life more
health-conscious as well as more prosperous.
Your future starts right now. Healy is a Wellness product that will change
the world. Build your own global activity together with us - for a better life
for all people and a better life for yourself!
Healy is a wearable device for your health and well-being, controlled by
your smartphone. Put it in your pocket! Wear it on your clothes! It is the
result of the experience of 2,000 therapists worldwide and the experience
of 500,000 users.
In order for you to be successful at all levels, we have developed a fair and
transparent compensation system for all Healy World Members.
On the following pages you will learn how to benefit yourself and all those
around you with Healy, while building an attractive additional income or a
long-term passive income.
It is up to you to decide how much time and effort you would like to invest:
be it as a satisfied user, recommending Healy to those around you, or as
an energetic and successful business builder. In any case, your income is
always directly linked to the sales of Healy products, programs and upgrades.
If you have any questions or need help, we will be there for you. Our comprehensive Sales Support and Leadership Development System will support you in building up your customer and Healy World Member base.
We look forward to working with you!
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2.2 Basic Terms and Regulations
The following pages provide you with detailed insight into
the Healy World Compensation Plan, so you can build your
activity in a focused and sustainable way.

Point values are assigned to the individual product packages and program pages and accumulated for all purchases
made by you, your customers or the Healy World Member /
Distribution Partner in your marketing organization. Points
are used as guidelines for rank qualifications and for the calculation of the cumulative volumes for the respective commission. Total commission paid for each individual sale is
limited to a maximum of 80% of the corresponding point
volume and is automatically capped by the system.

A good understanding of the plan will enable you strategically map out your roadmap to success for success achieving
certain qualifications within the network.
The Healy Compensation Plan has a simple Direct Bonus
component, designed to support you in direct product
sales. On top of that, it contains a highly effective Dual Bonus for building a network structure that will support you in
building your Income from the marketing terms.

The Healy World Compensation Plan is only valid in its most
current version. The Healy World Trading India Pvt Ltd reserves the right to make changes at any time and will inform
all Healy World members immediately (Via notifications on
the registered email ID of HWM, or it will be uploaded in the
back office of the HWM) after publication.

The basis for calculating commissions is a points system
that is valid all over the world.
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2.1 Definitions
Healy World

Healy World Member (HWM)/Distribution

We are one of the fastest growing international organizations, being built to support you for your holistic wellbeing.

Partner(DP)

Healy World Trading India Pvt Ltd

A person who has entered into a Member contract with the
Company as well as having fulfilled all other requirements
set forth therein.

An Indianized subsidiary of the International group Healy
AG.

Frontline
A frontline refers to the top people in your downline list in
the company, you personally recruited and these people
are a huge part of your downline or legs.

Healy
Healy is an electrostimulation (smart wearable) device
which supports the wellbeing of an individual.

Genealogy

Healy Programs

This includes the Dual Team Genealogy, Sponsor Genealogy and Tree Genealogy and defines the major part of the
remuneration of an HWM under the Compensation Plan.

Healy Wearable device is controlled by an app in your
smartphone which has different modules to support your
wellbeing and these modules are called as programs.

Dual Team Genealogy

Healy Packages

The network of a Healy World Member (HWM) being structured according to the principles of genealogy, defined by
the positioning of HWMs on both legs.

There are different Healy editions available in our official
website, based on your needs you can buy these editions,
and these editions are defined as packages.

Sponsor Genealogy

Person
An individual who has heard about our company and
knows the kind of products we offer.

The network of a Healy World Member (HWM) being structured according to the principles of genealogy, which are
personally sponsored by HWM.

Prospect/Prospective

Tree Genealogy

A person to whom an offer or a proposal is made (verbally)* by the Distribution partner to join a Direct Selling business opportunity or purchase a product.

An illustrative way of representing all HWM’s in the downline of a HWM.

User

(HWMAC)

An individual who uses programs associated with Healy
Products.

A HEALY WORLD MEMBER ACTIVITY CENTER (HWMAC)
helps the HWM/Distribution Partner to maximize their income opportunities. The HWMACs #2 and #3 are at the
head end of each leg in the HWM‘s Dual Team Genealogy.
HWMACs have no position in the sponsor tree genealogy.
These centers are the virtual accounts for a HWM to gain
more benefits

HEALY WORLD MEMBER ACTIVITY CENTER

Customer
An individual interested to purchase Healy Products but at
the same time is not interested in the business opportunity
offered by Healy World.

Leg

Marketing Organization

Each Healy World Member (HWM) has a downline consisting of two legs, i.e. the so-called weaker leg, the other on
the stronger leg.

An illustrative way of representing a group of individuals
involved in social selling activity with Healy World Trading
India Pvt Ltd.
a)

Dual Genealogy

b)

Sponsor Genealogy

c)

Tree Genealogy
Basic Terms and Regulations
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Active HWM

Buy Back Policy

An Individual who is a part of our marketing organization
and is willing to grow with Healy World’s business opportunity

Once the product is ordered online , an individual can return it back within a time period of thirty days from the
date of product received

Inactive HWM

Commission Entitled Volume (CV)

A HWM once being a part of our business opportunity , in
future stopped earning commissions or self-decided to quit
from the business opportunity, then the system automatically considers that individual “Inactive”

Each product purchase is assigned a specific point value
(CV) by the company. CV is the basis on which bonuses and
commissions are determined and calculated.

Compensation Plan

Compression
A technique of not including HWM who are inactive during
a commission run for matching bonus

The plan the company is using to define in detail the prerequisites and benefits of the HWM compensation structure.

Period

Consumer

Period is defined as a time frame in which the payout calculation are carried out

A consumer is an individual who uses Healy World Products but has not directly purchased them. They are not eligible for the business opportunity offered by Healy World
Trading India Pvt Ltd

Ranks
The qualification levels according to which an HWM receives their payouts in-cooperation with our Compensation
Plan.

Eligibility
It is a criteria for a customer or a HWM to qualify as per
certain titles/ ranks / point volume to take advantage of
their opportunity

Titles
Titles denote the highest rank achieved by a HWM. This title
will always be retained by HWM

Rank Cap
The maximum amount of Dual and Matching Bonus commission that can be paid out, regardless of the actual volume in the weaker leg, during a certain qualification period
per HEALY WORLD MEMBER ACTIVITY CENTER (HWMAC) to
an HWM. The Rank Cap is currently Rs 16,49,920**/week
per HWM

Qualified Rank
It is the rank achieved by a HWM based on the different CV
he/she has achieved

Commission Cycle

Direct Bonus-

It is defined as a period in which the commissions are calculated and payed out to a HWM

It is a type of commission paid to the customers and HWM

Paid for as

Dual Bonus

The rank according to which a HWM is remunerated in cooperation with the Compensation Plan in the month following the qualification period.

It is a type of commission paid only to the HWM

Claw Back

Personal Members

Any benefits offered by the company to an individual within
the time frame of buy back period. The company has the
right to take back all those benefits during that period

A new HWM being placed on the first level in the sponsor
tree genealogy of their registering HWM.

* It means that the proposal is not mentioned in any “proforma Invoice”, as the purchase of a product is only possible via the official
website of Healy World

Monthly billing period
A monthly period from the first to the last of a calendar
month. The first monthly period starts with the date of first
product order of a HWM and is calculated until the end of
the respective qualification period

** Exchange rate considered 1 Euro= Rs 82.496

Basic Terms and Regulations
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2.2 Overview
PRODUCT

POINTS VOLUME

NET PRICE IN INR

Healy Gold

250

₹ 36,964.29

Healy Holistic Health

500

₹ 71,607.14

Healy Holistic Health Plus

750

₹ 106,250.00

Healy Resonance

1250

₹ 175,625.00

UPGRADE

POINTS VOLUME

NET PRICE IN INR

Gold > Holistic Health

250

₹ 37,966.10

Gold > Holistic Health Plus

500

₹ 76,101.69

Gold > Healy Resonance

1000

₹ 152,288.14

Holistic Health > Holistic Health Plus

250

₹ 37,966.10

Holistic Health > Healy Resonance

750

₹ 114,152.54

Holistic Health Plus > Healy Resonance

500

₹ 76,016.95

PACKAGES

POINTS VOLUME

NET PRICE IN INR

Pain/Psyche

45

₹ 6,525.42

Learning

45

₹ 6,694.92

Fitness

45

₹ 6,694.92

Job

40

₹ 5,677.97

Sleep

25

₹ 3,728.81

Beauty

45

₹ 6,525.42

Skin

35

₹ 5,169.49

Mental balance

50

₹ 6,864.41

Bioenergetic Balance 1

100

₹ 14,576.27

Bioenergetic Balance 2

100

₹ 14,576.27

Meridians 1

60

₹ 8,474.58

Meridians 2

60

₹ 8,474.58

Chakras

40

₹ 5,932.20

Protection programs

45

₹ 6,694.92

• Prices mentioned in INR are subject to change with the current currency exchange rate
• For the above table current currency exchange rate taken was 1 Euro – Rs 82.496
• Check our official web site for current prices

Basic Terms and Regulations
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PRODUCT

HEALY HOLISTIC
HEALTH

HEALY HOLISTIC
HEALTH PLUS

Nunoo Nina Gold Cycle
and 8 more program pages

Healy Holistic Health and 6
more program pages

Care

Pain/Psyche

Learning

Balance

Bioenergetic Balance 1 + 2

Fitness

Being

Mental Balance

Job

Energy

Meridian 1+2

Beauty

Relax

Sleep

Chakras

Release

Skin

Protection Programs
(Contains more than 120
Healy Programs on 16
program pages)

HEALY GOLD

Pure

Basic Terms and Regulations
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HEALY RESONANCE

Healy Holistic Health Plus
(contains more than 120
sub programs on 16
program pages)

2.3 Customers
A customer is an individual who has purchased a product
package via our online shop on the recommendation of an
existing customer or Healy World Member.

In the case where a customer chooses to upgrade to Healy
World member, the customer can contact our support at
sales.support.in@healyworld.net

In case, a customer with a prospective customer or a prospective Healy World Member; the customer has the choice
to either upgrade to becoming a Healy World Member to
personally benefit from the opportunity or share the prospect with their respective upline.
Customer

Basic Terms and Regulations
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Healy World Member

2.4 HEALY WORLD MEMBER ACTIVITY CENTER
Upon FREE registration, each Healy World Member or
HWM will receive one (1) HEALY WORLD MEMBER ACTIVITY CENTER (HWMAC). #1). One HWM may receive the Dual
and Matching Bonus for up to three (3) HWMACs. In order
to receive commissions for HWMAC #1, the HWM must be
qualified to receive commissions.

For calculating the Dual and Matching Bonus, HWMAC #1 is
treated as if it held the same position as the HWM. For the
Dual and Matching Bonus, HWMAC #2 and #3 are located
at the respective head end of the leg in the Dual Team Genealogy of the HWM. The HWMACs have no position in the
sponsor tree genealogy.

An HWM may receive two (2) additional virtual accounts HWMACs (HWMAC #2 and #3) by qualifying as a Director (for
HWMAC #2) and Vice President (for HWMAC #3), and these
accounts are not legs as illustrated.
HWMAC #2 and #3 are only eligible for the Dual and Matching Bonus. In order to receive these commissions, HWMAC
#2 and/or #3 must be qualified, i.e. at have least one personally sponsored Builder (being paid as a Builder, not just
bearing the title) in the weaker leg of the respective HWMAC.

1
HWM

2

3

HWM, second
virtual account

HWM, third
virtual account

Basic Terms and Regulations
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3.3 Compensation
3.1 Direct Bonus (Customer/Member)
Direct Bonus is paid on a monthly basis. The applied percentage depends on the Healy product package currently
owned by the Healy World Member, carrying between 30%40%. Every Healy World Member may purchase an upgrade
at any time until they own the highest product package and
qualify for the highest commission rate. This bonus is paid
on the total point volume of personally referred customers
and Healy World Members.

PACKAGES

For Healy World Members who do not own a Healy Package,
a percentage of 8% is applied for Direct Bonus.

PERCENTAGE

Healy Gold

30

Healy Holistic Health

33

Healy Holistic Health Plus

36

Healy Resonance

40

There is no earning cap for the payment of Direct Bonus.

40%

40%

Healy Gold
250 PV

Healy Holistic Health
500 PV

33%

Healy Gold

40%

40%

40%

Healy Holistic Health Plus
750 PV

Healy Resonance
1250 PV

Healy Gold
250 PV

Healy Resonance

33%

Healy Resonance

36%

Healy Resonance

36%

Healy Gold

1. The examples shown in this compensation plan are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that a HWM can or will earn through his or her participation in the HEALY
WORLD TRADING INDIA Pvt Ltd Business opportunity. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or
guarantee of earnings would be misleading

Compensation
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Examples for Direct Bonus

40% Healy Gold (250 PV)

Example 1

+ 40% Healy Holistic Health (500 PV)
+ 40% Healy Holistic Health Plus (750 PV)

Healy World Member buy’s one Healy Resonance

+ 40% Healy Resonance (1250PV)
+ 40% Healy Gold (250 PV)

Direct
Bonus

1200 PV

8% Healy Gold (250 PV)

Example 2

+ 8% Healy Holistic Health (500 PV)
+ 8% Healy Holistic Health Plus (750 PV)

Healy World Member didn’t buy any Healy Product

+ 8% Healy Resonance (1250PV)
+ 8% Healy Gold (250 PV)

Direct
Bonus

240 PV

DIRECT BONUS

HG
(250 PV)

HHH
(500 PV)

HHH+
(750 PV)

HR
(1250 PV)

HG
(250 PV)

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

75

150

225

375

75

Customer 2/HWM

33%

33%

33%

33%

33%

HHH

82.5

165

247.5

412.5

82.5

Customer 3/HWM

36%

36%

36%

36%

36%

90

180

270

450

90

Customer 4/HWM

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

HR

100

200

300

500

100

Customer 5/HWM

8%

8%

8%

8%

8%

No Package

20

40

60

100

20

Customer 1/HWM
HG

HHH+

Total
PV

INR

900

₹ 74,246.4

990

₹ 81,671.04

1080

₹ 89,095.68

1200

₹ 98,995.2

240

₹ 19,799.04

1. The examples shown in this compensation plan are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that a HWM can or will earn through his or her participation in the HEALY
WORLD TRADING INDIA Pvt Ltd Business opportunity. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or
guarantee of earnings would be misleading
2. The calculations mentioned are just provided for your ease to understand , this table has nothing to do with your actual commission cycle as currency exchange rate is different on
day to day basis
3. Currency exchange rate taken for these calculation is 1 Euro= Rs 82.496
4. GST-18% is inclusive

Compensation
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3.2 Dual Bonus
The Dual Bonus is 15% of the total point volume of the
downline on the weaker leg for the current commission cycle, minus Direct Bonus. For revenue that does not qualify
for Direct Bonus, the entire point volume is transferred into
the Dual Plan.

legs are reduced by those for which commission has already
been paid out. The surplus points of the stronger leg remain
and are transferred over to the next commission cycle.
The rules of rank apply to the Dual Bonus caps.

The weaker leg is determined by the number of sales points.
After each calculation of the Dual Bonus the points in both

Example 1

Example 2

15% 15%

Left Team

Right Team

Left Team

Right Team

10.000

7.000

5.000

15.000

SALES WEAKER RIGHT LEG

SALES WEAKER LEFT LEG

Points surplus transfer

Points surplus transfer

= 3,000

= 10,000

1. The examples shown in this compensation plan are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that a HWM can or will earn through his or her participation in the HEALY WORLD
Compensation Plan. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading.
2. Direct Bonus mentioned in the calculations is just an example to showcase the earnings w.r.t.. dual bonus

Compensation
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Examples for Dual Bonus

Calculation 1

Calculation 2

HWM

7000 PV

HWM

Direct Bonus
(1200PV)

5000 PV

Direct Bonus
(240 PV)

15%

15%

Dual Bonus for
Current Cycle

Dual Bonus for
Current Cycle

DUAL BONUS
Cumulative
PV on
weaker leg

Direct Bonus
for current
cycle

Residual
Value

15%
of Residual
Value

INR

Calculation 1

7000

1200

5800

870

₹ 71,771.52

Calculation 2

5000

240

4760

714

₹ 58,902.14

1. Direct Bonus mentioned in the calculations is just an example to showcase the earnings w.r.t.. dual bonus
2. Currency exchange rate taken for these calculation is 1 Euro= Rs 82.496

Compensation
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3.3 Matching Bonus
The Matching Bonus is paid as a percentage on the Dual
Bonus, up to 8 levels deep, on the commission of all Healy
World Members (personally sponsored and placed) in the
downline.

The full percentage of the Matching Bonus will therefore
be paid out on the commission of the next Member who
receives a commission. The percentages applied and the
number of levels for which you will be remunerated rewarded in the commission cycle depend on the rank you have
achieved in the corresponding commission cycle.

„Compression“ is applied, meaning that only those Members who actually receive commission are included in the
level count. All Members in the downline who do not receive
any commission in the commission cycle will be skipped.

L1

L2

The rules of rank apply to the Matching Bonus caps.

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

Member
Builder

10

Team Leader

10

3

Senior Team Leader

10

5

Manager

10

5

3

Senior Manager

10

5

5

Director

10

5

5

3

Senior Director

10

5

5

5

Vice President

10

5

5

5

3

Senior Vice President

10

5

5

5

5

3

President

10

5

5

5

5

5

3

Senior President

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Examples for Matching Bonus

HWM

Jane (Builder)

Joe

Anthony

Peter

Ethan

Amit

Ravi (Builder)

Toby

John (Team leader)

1. The downline commission (PV) for Jane , Joe, John and Chris were taken randomly based on their
individual ranks and turnover points
2. 1 Euro= Rs 82.496
3. The examples shown in this compensation plan are not necessarily representative of the income,
if any, that a HWM can or will earn through his or her participation in the HEALY WORLD Compensation Plan. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual
earnings or profits. Any representation or guarantee of earnings would be misleading.
4. Anthony, Ethan, Peter, Amit and Toby are spillovers

Chris (Team leader)

MATCHING BONUS
Levels

Downline
Commissions (PV)

%

Residual Value

INR

Jane

L1

10%

600

60

₹ 4,949.76

Joe

Inactive

0

0

0

0

Ravi

L1

10%

650

65

₹ 5,362.24

John

L2

3%

2600

78

₹ 6,434.68

Chris

L2

3%

3000

90

₹ 7,424.64

Total Matching Bonus Earned by HWM for the current cycle

Compensation
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₹ 24,171.32

3.4 Mobility Bonus
The Mobility Bonus is to be used for a Healy branded vehicle. The choice of a representative vehicle should be coordinated with Healy World GmbH who will provide the qualified
member with a branding package.
The Mobility Bonus is paid from Manager level upwards if
you qualified for 2 consecutive months.
The monthly payment will only be made in those months in
which the Healy World Member has at least requalified as
a Manager. The amount corresponds to the rank reached
during the respective month.
If the Healy World Member misses the Manager qualification
in one month, then a new qualification must be achieved
over 2 months in order to again receive the Mobility Bonus.

Compensation
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Examples for Mobility Bonus

RANK

Example 1

MONTHLY MOBILITY
BONUS (INR)

Builder
Team Leader
Senior Team Leader

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

(Manager Rank)

Manager

₹ 8,000

Senior Manager

₹ 24,000

Director

₹ 40,000

Senior Director

₹ 80,000

Vice President

₹ 1,04,000

Senior Vice President

₹ 1,20,000

President

₹ 1,36,000

Senior President

₹ 1,60,000

(Manager Rank)

Mobility
Bonus

Member Eligible for Mobility Bonus

Example 2

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

(Manager Rank)

(Senior Team leader)

Mobility
Bonus

Member Not Eligible for Mobility Bonus

MOBILITY BONUS

Rank

Monthly Mobility Bonus (INR)

January

Manager

February

Manager

March

Manager

April

Team leader

May

Manager

June

Senior Manager

July

Senior Manager

August

Senior Manager

₹ 8,000

0

1 Euro= ₹ 80 is taken just to represent an example for matching bonus

Compensation
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0

₹ 24,000

3.6 Leadership Bonus

1% of the total sales volume is
being paid to top leaders

1% of the total worldwide sales points volume is being
paid out to top leaders (starting at Director level) according to their respective activity volume.
Revenue generated by product samples, marketing
material and shipping costs is not counted towards the
Leadership Bonus.
Leader 1
(Above Director Rank)
(Bonus is received based
on his activity volumes)

Compensation
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Leader 2
(Above Director Rank)
(Bonus is received based
on his activity volumes)

4.4 Ranks & Titles
Ranks apply exclusively to Healy World Members. Depending on the rank level, different criteria apply for the qualification.

The rank achieved in the current cycle determines the
amount of payment during this period. The title is the highest Healy World rank you have achieved so far. As soon as
you have reached a title, you may officially bear it and will be
honored during certain events for achieving it.

As a rule, this is a certain combination of turnover (of the
downline) and the ranks of Healy World Members in the
downline.

For most ranks, the corresponding title is achieved immediately. For higher ranks, the qualification may have to be
confirmed several times before the corresponding title is
granted.

Ranks & Titles
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Rank 1:

Member
A Member is a Healy World Member who wants to
benefit from the business opportunity but has not
yet found another two Healy World Members. The
title will be assigned immediately after registration. A Member can
only receive Direct Bonus. A Member can place new Healy World
Members manually.

Rank 2:

600 CV

Builder
If a Member has found at least two new Healy
World Members, at least one personally sponsored
Healy World Member has been placed in each leg
of the dual structure and the turnover in the current cycle is at least
600 points, they qualify as a Builder. The title is valid immediately.

Rank 3:

2,500 CV

Team Leader
To qualify as a Team Leader, the turnover of your
structure must be at least 2,500 points in the current cycle and there must be at least one Builder
(or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just title).

Rank 4:

Senior Team Leader
To qualify as a Senior Team Leader, the turnover
of your structure must be at least 5,000 points in
the current cycle and there must be at least one
Team Leader (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank,
not just title).

Ranks & Titles
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5,000 CV

12,500 CV

Rank 5:

Manager
To qualify as a Manager, the turnover of your structure must be at least 12,500 points in the current
cycle and there must be at least one Senior Team
Leader (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just
title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Builder (just title). in one of the two legs during the same cycle.

Rank 6:

25,000 CV

Senior Manager
To qualify as Senior Manager, the turnover of your
structure in the current cycle must be at least
25,000 points and there must be at least one Manager (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Builder
(just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

Rank 7:

50,000 CV

Director
To qualify as Director, the turnover of your structure in the current cycle must be at least 50,000
points and there must be at least one Senior Manager (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Team
Leader (just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

100,000 CV

Rank 8:

Senior Director
To qualify as Senior Director, the turnover of your
structure in the current cycle must be at least
100,000 points and there must be at least one Director (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just
title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Manager (just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

Ranks & Titles
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Rank 9:

200,000 CV

Vice President
To qualify as Vice President, the turnover of your
structure in the current cycle must be at least
200,000 points and there must be at least one Director (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just
title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Senior Manager (just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

Rank 10:

Senior Vice President

400,000 CV

To qualify as Senior Vice President, the turnover of
your structure in the current cycle must be at least
400,000 points and there must be at least one Senior Director (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not
just title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored
Director (just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

800,000 CV

Rank 11:

President
To qualify as President, the turnover of your structure in the current cycle must be at least 800,000
points and there must be at least one Vice President (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not just title). In addition, there must be another personally sponsored Senior
Director (just title) in each leg during the same cycle.

1,500,000 CV

Rank 12:

Senior President
To qualify as a Senior President, the turnover of
your structure must be at least 1,500,000 points
in the current cycle and there must be at least one
President (or higher) in each leg of the structure (current rank, not
just title) and additionally a personally sponsored Vice President (just
title) in one of the legs. In addition, there must be a personally sponsored Senior Director (just title) in each leg in the same cycle.

Ranks & Titles
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Healy –
Your Opportunity!
Healy is not only your companion on the way to better well-being;
it could also change your professional life.
As a Healy World Member you can build an attractive extra income as
well as a long-term passive income.
Join in and benefit from your positive recommendations!
There are also attractive customer referral programs for Healy
customers to receive further benefits.
Ask the Healy World Member who gave you this brochure about Healy
World’s earning opportunities or referral programs.

All rights reserved.
Publication – especially in the internet, electronic duplication and reprinting, including in extract form, is
prohibited. Exceptions only with permission of the
Healy World GmbH.
Image sources:
www.fotolia.com, www.istock.com, www.123rf.com
© 2019 Healy World Trading India Pvt Ltd

Disclaimer: Healy is a medical device for the treatment of pain in chronic pain, fibromyalgia, skeletal
pain and migraine, as well as for the supportive treatment of mental illnesses such as depression, anxiety
and related sleep disorders. All other applications of
Healy are not recognized by conventional medicine
due to lack of evidence in the sense of conventional
medicine. As with any business, your results as Healy
member may vary, and will be based on your individual capacity, business experience and expertise.
There are no guarantees concerning the level of success you may experience as a Healy World Member.
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Seize the Opportunity.
Today.
Now!

FACEBOOK
HealyWorld

TWITTER
HealyDACH

YOUTUBE
HealyDACH

XING
HealyGmbH

FACEBOOK
HealyDACH

INSTAGRAM
Healy.World.International

PINTEREST
MyHealy

LINKEDIN
HealyDACH
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